Abstract: A significant issue for the microtubular Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (mSOFC) is the complex inlet manifold for the fuel entry.
Introduction
The first microtubular SOFCs (mSOFCs) appeared in the early 1990s (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) . The two main benefits were rapid start-up and high power density compared to the larger diameter tubular designs in vogue at that time (6) (7) (8) . The downside of introducing larger numbers of small diameter tubes was the problem of connecting hundreds or even thousands of tubes to the inlet fuel supply. For example, the 1000 tube demonstration produced in 1997 used metal manifolds which required complex, expensive machining and assembly operations to build the stack shown in Fig 1. Forty manifolds were machined with 25 injection tubes on each to provide the gas connection to the ceramic microtubes. Additive manufacturing for rapid prototyping is a possible solution to this problem (9) . Additive Manufacturing or 3D printing, as it is known commonly, is suggested to be the next industrial revolution. The major advantage of the technique is the ease of prototyping, ease in printing complicated designs and visualisation of the concepts. In this paper, a design for mSOFC manifolds has been evolved, fabricated by 3D printing and tested in a 64 tube mSOFC stack. The results show that there are benefits of low mass, ease of assembly and improved economics.
Design Manifold
The initial design of the 4 tube sub-stack fuel inlet manifold is shown in Fig 2. The concept is based on the original mSOFC patent (10) which describes a cold inlet seal to the ceramic fuel cell tube with a warm-up zone as the tube goes into the hot-box at 700 o C with an internal Partial Oxidation (POX) Catalyst at the hot entry to process hydrocarbon fuel with a premixed air formulation (11). 
3D Printing of the Manifolds and the Fuel Cell Tubes Experimental Demonstration
HP 3D printer was used to prototype the manifolds and the fuel cell tubes. ABS (Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene) is the material used for building the component. The CAD design is sketched in the Solidworks of the manifolds and fuel cell tubes, converted in the STL (Stereolithography file format) and fed to the printer for building. Following figure 5 shows the STL file of the Fuel cell tubes and the manifold. The nozzle head moves in X, Y and Z directions, hence building the component from bottom up. The CAD slices define the toolpath which is followed by the nozzle for the deposition of the material. The toolpath is controlled by the CAM (Computer Aided Manufacturing) Software. The stage is moved lower to accommodate the build.
With the progression in the use of 3D printers, lot many materials are included in the array that can be easily printed. ABS, PEEK, PLA, Rubber, Nylon, Biomaterials, and even chocolates are printed using various printing techniques (13) .
3D printing of the prototypes is especially advantageous in the concept visualisation. In this study, the design of the fuel cells was rapidly changed and evaluated by fitting it in the experiment. Cell performance equalled state of the art at the time. However deformation of the plastic as is shown in Figure 6 in the picture below. Smaller Manifolds were designed and 3D printed as is shown in Figure 7 below. These smaller manifolds were connected to the cells using silicone rubber tubing. The following picture shows the assembled sub-stacks using the smaller manifolds. 
Experimental Demonstration Conclusions
The experimental demonstration was carried out on a 64 tube stack assembled as in the diagram of Fig 5. Sixteen substacks were first built and tested to ensure satisfactory power output in hydrogen at 700 o C. Then these substacks were assembled into the full 64 tube stack which was then tested using hydrogen in the furnace illustrated in The test showed some gas leakage around the ABS manifolds. Silicone sealant was used to prevent gas leaks. Also there was some heat transfer from the hot fuel cell tubes out to the plastic manifolds, raising their temperature towards 100 o C where softening and drooping was observed. This was prevented by inserting more Saffil wool insulation between the ceramic tubes at the inlet end, while also allowing cool air to circulate around the manifolds.
Further testing showed that the plastic manifold made by 3D printing could be successful in this fuel cell stack design. The advantages of rapid design evolution, low mass, and economic manufacture were clearly apparent when compared with the previous steel or ceramic manifolds. As the tubes are made in smaller diameters, with larger numbers of cells, it is expected that additive manufacture will become even more advantageous.
Conclusions
Microtubular solid oxide fuel cells have had a significant difficulty of feeding inlet fuel gas to hundreds or even thousands of fuel cell tubes in hot stacks for portable applications (14) . Previously metal or ceramic manifolds were used with penalties of excessive weight, assembly problems and high costs. We have shown that additive processing of such complex fuel inlet manifolds has advantages in  Rapid prototyping  Evolution of optimized flow designs  Low mass manifolds  Economic initial production  Future: Even though the fuel tubes cell were printed with the ABS, which occasionally failed to withstand the temperature, therefore, this led to the thinking of printing these with Ceramics (15).
